Learning rates for regularized least-squares algorithms are in most cases expressed with respect to the excess risk, or equivalently, the L 2 -norm. For some applications, however, guarantees with respect to stronger norms such as the L ∞ -norm, are desirable. We address this problem by establishing learning rates for a continuous scale of norms between the L 2 -and the RKHS norm. As a byproduct we derive L ∞ -norm learning rates, and in the case of Sobolev RKHSs we actually obtain Sobolev norm learning rates, which may also imply L ∞ -norm rates for some derivatives. In all cases, we do not need to assume the target function to be contained in the used RKHS. Finally, we show that in many cases the derived rates are minimax optimal.
Introduction
Given a dataset D = {(x i , y i )} n i=1 independently sampled from an unknown distribution P on X × Y with Y ⊆ R, the goal of non-parametric least-squares regression is to estimate the conditional mean function f * P : X → R given by f * P (x) := E(Y |X = x). There are various different algorithms for this regression problem, see e.g. [8] , but in this paper we focus on regularized leastsquares algorithms, which are also known as least-squares support vector machines (LS-SVM), see e.g. [11] .
Recall that LS-SVMs construct a predictor f D,λ by solving the convex optimization problem
where H is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) over X and λ > 0 is the so called regularization parameter. Probably the most interesting theoretical challenge for this and many other algorithms is to establish bounds, either in expectation or in probability, for
Here, the most frequently considered norm is the L 2 (ν)-norm, where ν := P X denotes the marginal distribution of P on X, since a simple calculation shows that this norm equals the square root of the least squares excess risk. From a practical point of view another highly interesting norm is the supremum norm · ∞ . However, this norm is only rarely investigated, probably because of the associated technical challenges. Yet another norm considered in (2) is the RKHS norm · H , since on the one hand side it bounds the · ∞ as long as the kernel is bounded, and on the other hand its consideration is less challenging than directly dealing with · ∞ . However, the price for this convenience is that, instead of f * P ∈ L ∞ (ν), one even needs to assume f * P ∈ H. In this paper, we address these shortcomings by establishing learning rates for a continuous scale of norms · γ between · L 2 (ν) and · H , which in many interesting cases dominate both · ∞ and Sobolev type norms even if f * P ∈ H. As a consequence of the latter, we also obtain · ∞ -estimates that include derivatives. Last but not least we show that our resulting · γ -learning rates are in many cases minimax optimal.
Before we describe our results in a bit more detail, let us quickly introduce these intermediate spaces. To this end let us assume in the following that the kernel k of H is bounded. Then the integral operator T ν : L 2 (ν) → L 2 (ν) associated to the kernel k is well-defined, positive semi-definite, self-adjoint and nuclear. In particular, the powers T γ/2 ν are defined for γ > 0 and it has been shown in [12, Equation (36) As in most papers investigating bounds on (2) we consider the following two types of assumptions:
(i) eigenvalue decay: µ i i − 1 /p for some p ∈ (0, 1), where (µ i ) i≥1 denotes the eigenvalues of T ν .
(ii) source condition: f * P ∈ [H] β ν for some 0 < β ≤ 2.
To the best of our knowledge all papers considering stronger norms than the L 2 (ν)-norm restrict their investigations to the source condition case β ≥ 1. However, this is a strong assumption since it implies the usually unrealistic f * P ∈ H. The novelty of our results is, that they even hold in the case β < 1, where f * P ∈ H is no longer necessary. Moreover, for 1 ≤ β ≤ 2 our [H] γ ν -learning rates generalize the best (and optimal) already known learning rates. Furthermore, our rates for β < 1 are still optimal in many cases if we additionally use the assumption (iii) embedding property: [H] α ν ֒→ L ∞ (ν) for some 0 < α ≤ 1, i.e. the power space [H] α ν is continuously embedded into L ∞ (ν), taken from Steinwart et al. [13] . To be more precise, we obtain optimality in the case α < β, in which we have f * P ∈ [H]
In addition note that the embedding property always holds for α = 1 if k is a bounded kernel. Let us now compare our results to some results from the literature, see Table 1 for an overview. To this end, we assume Y = [−M, M ] for some M > 0 and that k is a bounded measurable kernel whose (separable) RKHS H is dense in L 2 (ν).
Note that these assumptions form the largest common ground under which all papers considered in Table 1 achieve learning rates. In order to complete this comparison, let us briefly emphasize the specialty of each paper. Steinwart et al. [13] consider clipped LS-SVMs with a generalized regularization term λ f q H for q ≥ 1. Furthermore, instead of f * P ∈ [H] β P and [H] α ν ֒→ L ∞ (ν) they used slightly weaker assumptions. This paper provides the fastest L 2 (ν)-learning rates in the case β ∈ (0, 1]. Smale and Zhou [9] additionally provide faster rates in the noise-less case.
Caponnetto and De Vito [3] prove their rates also for the case of multidimensional output and also consider rates for the best approximation if H is not dense in
Finally, Blanchard and Mücke [2] prove their results for an entire family of spectral regularization methods, which contains LS-SVMs as a special case.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the concepts we need to formulate our main results in Section 3. The subsequent section discusses the consequences for the special case of Besov RKHSs. For these spaces we will also see that the embedding property is often automatically satisfied. Last but not least we derive learning rates with respect to the C j (X)-norms. The proofs of the main results can be found in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Setting Let (X, B) be a measurable space (the input space), Y = R (the output space) and P an unknown distribution on X × Y with |P | 2 := X×Y y 2 dP (x, y) < ∞. Moreover, we publication assumptions learning rates (exponent)
Smale and Zhou [9] 
Caponnetto and De Vito [3] 1 Table 1 : Learning rates obtained by different authors. For simplicity, we ignore possible log(n)-terms and just compare the exponent r > 0 of the polynomial part n −r . The symbol " x" means that the corresponding situation is not covered in this paper.
label the marginal distribution of P on X as ν := P X and assume that (X, B) is ν-complete. Furthermore, we fix a regular conditional probability P (·|x) x∈X of P , which exists according to 
RKHS vs. L 2 We fix a separable RKHS H on X with respect to a (B ⊗ B-)measurable and bounded kernel k. Let us recall some basic facts about the interplay between H and L 2 (ν) from Steinwart and Scovel [12] . According to [12 
ν is well-defined, Hilbert-Schmidt and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm fulfills
Moreover, the adjoint operator S ν := I * ν : L 2 (ν) → H is an integral operator with respect to k, i.e. it holds
for all x ∈ X and all f ∈ L 2 (ν). Next we define the self-adjoint and positive semi-definite integral operators
These operators are trace class and the trace norm is given by
. Please note that the operators I ν , S ν , T ν and C ν also depend on the RKHS H although this is not reflected in the notation. The spectral theorem for compact operators yields an at most countable index set I = {1, 2, . . . , N } with N ∈ N 0 resp. I = N, a positive, decreasing sequence (µ i ) i∈I ∈ ℓ 1 (I) (i.e. it is summable) and a family (e i ) i∈I ⊆ H, such that (µ 1 /2 i e i ) i∈I is an ONS in H and ([e i ] ν ) i∈I is an ONS in L 2 (ν) with 
and equipped with the α-power space norm
for (a i ) i∈I ∈ ℓ 2 (I). In the special case α = 1 we introduce the abbreviation 
holds. In the case 0 < α < 1 the α-power spaces are characterized by
This mean that these sets coincide and the corresponding norms are equivalent. Furthermore, we can choose constants in the norm equivalence that depend only on α. 
Assumptions and Results
In this section we present the assumptions and results of this work and discuss their consequences.
Assumptions Here we define the set of probability measures P on X × Y which are considered in our main results. Let us start with the set of considered marginal distributions on X.
3.1 Assumption (Probability measures on X) Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k. Furthermore, let A, C > 0 be some constants and 0 < p ≤ α ≤ 1 be some parameters. By N H,α,p := N H,A,C,α,p we denote the set of all probability measures ν on X with the following properties:
(i) The measurable space (X, B) is ν-complete.
(ii) The embedding property
The eigenvalues fulfill a polynomial upper bound of order
Furthermore, we introduce for a constant c > 0 and a parameter 0 < q ≤ p the subset N H,α,p,q := N H,A,C,c,α,p,q ⊆ N H,A,C,α,p of probability measures ν on X which additionally have the following property:
(iv) The eigenvalues fulfill a polynomial lower bound of order Although we omit the constants A, C, c in the notation and just write N H,α,p resp. N H,α,p,q , this sets are provided with some fixed constants A, C, c > 0.
3.2 Assumption (Probability measures on X × Y ) Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k and N a set of probability measures on X. Furthermore, let B, B ∞ , L, σ > 0 be some constants and 0 < β ≤ 2 a parameter. Then we denote by P H,β (N) := P H,B,B∞,L,σ,β (N) the set of all probability measures P on X × Y with the following properties:
Condition (iv) holds for Gaussian noise with bounded variance, i.e. P (·|x) = N (f * P (x), σ 2 x ), where x → σ x ∈ (0, ∞) is a measurable and ν-a.s. bounded function. Another sufficient condition is
In most cases we use N = N H,α,p or N = N H,α,p,q , so we introduce the abbreviations P H,β,α,p := P H,β (N H,α,p ) and P H,β,α,p,q := P H,β (N H,α,p,q ).
Upper Rates The next theorem is the main result and contains our [H]
γ ν -learning rates.
Theorem ([H]
γ ν -Learning Rates) Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k, 0 < p ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ γ < β ≤ 2 and λ = (λ n ) n≥1 a sequence of regularization parameters. Then the LS-SVM D → f D,λn with respect to H fulfills
> τ a n = 0 if one of the following two conditions hold:
In the following we call such sequences (a n ) n≥1 upper rates or learning rates. Obviously, every sequence (ã n ) n≥1 which decreases at most with the speed of (a n ) n≥1 (i.e. a n = O(ã n )) is also an upper rate for and on every smaller set of probability measures P ⊆ P H,β,α,p at least the same learning rate is achieved. Recall, since 
> τ a n = 0
β+p and a n = 1 n β−α β+p holds.
Remark, that in the case 0 < α < β < 1 we get L ∞ (ν)-learning rates even though the conditional mean function f * P do not have to lie in the RKHS.
Lower Rates In order to investigate the optimality of our learning rates the next theorem yields lower rates for the minimax probabilities.
γ ν -Minimax Lower Rates) Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k,
. The infimum is taken over all measurable learning methods with respect to P H,β,α,p,q and γ, i.e. maps (
is for all P ∈ P H,β,α,p,q measurable with respect to the universal completion of the product-σ-algebra.
In the following we call such sequences (b n ) n≥1 (minimax) lower rates. Obviously, every sequence (b n ) n≥1 which decreases at least with the same speed as (b n ) n≥1 (i.e.b n = O(b n )) is also a lower rate for this set of probability measures and on every larger set of probability measures P ⊇ P H,β,α,p,q at least the same lower rate holds. The meaning of a [H]
is, that no measurable learning method can fulfill a [H] γ ν -learning rate (a n ) n≥1 in the sense of Theorem 3.3 that decreases faster than (b n ) n≥1 (i.e. a n = o(b n )). In the case q = p and α < β Discussion Recall that for γ = 0, the same [H] γ ν -upper and lower rates and thereby optimal rates are established in the publication [3] , but only for the case α = 1 < β, and [2] extend these optimal rates to all γ ∈ [0, 1]. In other words, we further generalize these results to the case α < β ≤ 1, in which the conditional mean function f * P does not have to be in the RKHS. Unfortunately, for β ≤ α our lower and upper rates do no longer match, nonetheless they improve the results from [9] . To be more precise, for γ = 0 and β ≤ α, [9] only obtained the upper rates of Theorem 3.3 for automatically satisfied case p = α = 1, and therefore our rates are faster whenever p < α ≤ 1 or p ≤ α < 1 holds. Similarly, we improve the rates of [9] for γ = 1 and β > 1 = α = p whenever we actually have p < 1. Finally, the only case, in which our rates are worse than the best known rates is for β ≤ α = p and γ = 0. In this case, the best known upper rates a * n := 1 n β β+p , which were proven in [13] , do not match our lower rates either. Namely, for p = q we have 
. For r > 0 we define the Besov space B r (X) by means of the real interpolation method, namely
,2 , where m := min{k ∈ N : k > r}. A consequence of the reiteration property of the real interpolation method is
for all t > r > 0. It is well-known that the Besov spaces B r (X) are separable Hilbert spaces with
for r > j + d 2 . Here C j (X) denotes the space of j-times continuous differentiable bounded functions with bounded derivatives. Therefore we can define the Besov RKHS
2 and equip this space with the norm f Hr(X) := [f ] µ Br (X) . The Besov RKHS is a separable RKHS with respect a kernel k r since this space is isometric isomorph to B r (X) and this space is embedded into C 0 (X). Moreover, k r is bounded and measurable, for details see Steinwart and Christmann [11, Lemma 4.28 and Lemma 4.25]. To describe the power spaces of H r (X) with respect to a probability measure ν on X we restrict ourself to the following set of measures.
4.1 Assumption (Probability measures on X for Besov RKHSs) Let G > 0 be a constant with G −1 ≤ µ(X) ≤ G. Then we denote by N X,µ := N X,G,µ the set of all probability measures ν on X with ν ≪ µ, µ ≪ ν such that
Using Equation (4), the interpolation property and Equation (5) yield
for ν ∈ N X,µ and r > u > 0, where the constants of the overall norm equivalence can be chosen just depending on G, u, r and the underlying geometry of X.
Lemma (Comparison -Probability measures on X)
For all constants G −1 ≤ µ(X) ≤ G for the set N X,µ and all parameters r > Proof. Recall that, H r (X) is a separable RKHS with respect to a measurable and bounded kernel
, and therefore Equation (7) and (6) yield
. Now the eigenvalues of T ν (with respect to k r ) equal the squares of the approximation numbers of I ν : H r (X) → L 2 (ν) (see Carl and Stephani Let N be a set of probability measures on X. Furthermore, let E, B ∞ , L, σ > 0 be some constants and s > 0 a parameter. Then we denote by P X,s (N) := P X,E,B∞,L,σ,s (N) the set of all probability measures P on X × Y with the following properties:
In most cases we use N = N X,µ , so we introduce the abbreviation P X,s := P X,s (N X,µ ).
Lemma (Comparison -Probability measures on
r and all constants E, B ∞ , L, σ > 0 for the set P X,s there is a constant B > 0 such that P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) ⊆ P X,s holds with respect to the constants B, B ∞ , L, σ. Furthermore, there is another constant B > 0 such that the inverse inclusion P X,s ⊆ P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) holds.
Proof. We just have to compare Assumption (iii). But this is a direct consequence of Equation (7) and
Upper Rates In order to obtain learning rates in the Besov setting we exploit Theorem 3.3 with the help of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4.
Theorem (B t (X)-Learning
Bt(X) > τ a n = 0 if one of the following two conditions hold:
and a n = log(n) n 2s−2t 2d+ε
and a n =
P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) resp. for the set N Hr(X),α,p,q such that P X,s ⊆ P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) ⊆ P Hr(X),β (N Hr(X),α,p ) holds. Hence the assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 combined with Equation (7).
Because of Equation (6), the following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 4.5 with j + 
and a n = 
if one of the following two conditions hold:
+ε for some sufficient small ε > 0,
The infimum in the above expression is taken over all measurable learning methods with respect to P X,s and t, i.e. maps (X × Y ) n → {f :
is for all P ∈ P X,s measurable with respect to the universal completion of the product-σ-algebra.
Proof
µ(X) µ ∈ N X,µ and according to Lemma 4.4 there are constants for the set P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) such that P Hr(X),β ({ν}) ⊆ P Hr(X),β (N X,µ ) ⊆ P X,s holds. Together with Equation (7) the proof remains a literally repetition of the proof of Theorem 3.5, so we omit the details.
Proofs
First we summarize some well-known facts we need for the proof of our main results. To this end we use the notation from Section 2. 
holds for all x, x ′ ∈ X\N (because H is separable). Furthermore, the boundedness of k implies i∈I µ i e 2 i (x) ≤ A 2 for ν-almost all x ∈ X and a constant A ≥ 0. Motivated by this statement we say for α > 0 that the α-power of k is ν-a.s. bounded if there exists a constant A ≥ 0 with
for ν-almost all x ∈ X. Furthermore, by abuse of notation we write k α ν L∞(ν) for the smallest constant with this property. Is there no such constant we set k α ν L∞(ν) := ∞. Thus we can just write k α ν L∞(ν) < ∞ as abbreviation of the phrase the α-power of k is ν-a.s. bounded. Because of the above introduction it always holds k 1 ν L∞(ν) < ∞ for bounded kernels with separable RKHS. We recall the following theorem from Steinwart and Scovel [12, Theorem 5.3].
Theorem (L ∞ -Embeddings)
Let 0 < α ≤ 1 be a parameter. Then the following statements are equivalent:
is well-defined and continuous.
In this case it holds
Note that the claimed equality is not a part of Steinwart and Scovel [12, Theorem 5.3] but it is contained in the proof of that theorem. A further consequence of the ν-a.s. boundedness of the α-power is i∈I µ α i ≤ k α ν 2 L∞(ν) < ∞ (see [12, Proposition 4.4] ) and the monotony of (µ i ) i∈I implies a polynomial decay of order
for λ > 0, where tr denotes the trace operator. This quantity is widely used in the analysis of LS-SVMs and depends on the decay of the eigenvalues (µ i ) i∈I . More precise, if there is a constant C > 0 and a parameter 0 < p ≤ 1, such that µ i ≤ Ci − 1 /p holds for all i ∈ I we get
for all λ > 0, where
In the case p < 1 see Caponnetto and De Vito [3, Proposition 3] for details and for p = 1 this is a consequence of
LS-SVM The LS-risk of a measurable function f : X → R is defined by
and the Bayes-LS-risk R * P := inf f :X→R R P (f ) is achieved by the conditional mean function f * P . More precise, the LS-excess-risk is given by
L 2 (ν) and minimizing the LS-risk is equivalent to approximating the conditional mean function in the L 2 (ν)-norm. For
is called LS-SVM-problem with respect to H, P and the regularization parameter λ > 0. Since
with g P := S ν f * P is the unique minimizer of the LS-SVM-problem, f P,λ is called LS-SVM-solution with respect to H, P and λ. Using the spectral decomposition from Equation (3) we get
for
Obviously, for the second identity we have to assume f * P ∈ [H] 0 ν . Recall, that the predictor f D,λ for the dataset D defined in Equation (1) is the LS-SVM-solution with respect to the corresponding empirical measure, which is given by D := 1 n n i=1 δ (x i ,y i ) . As a consequence of Steinwart and Christmann [11, Theorem 6 .23] the map LS-SVM (X × Y ) n → H, D → f D,λ is measurable with respect to the universal completion of product-σ-algebra on (X × Y ) n . Hence we can measure the probability
for λ > 0, ε > 0 and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 if we extend P n to the universal completion.
Upper Rates
Using the standard technique, we split the estimation of [
into two parts:
we consider the approximation error, which depends on the source condition.
Lemma (Approximation Error)
Let 0 ≤ β ≤ 2, P a probability measure on X × Y and H a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k.
holds for all λ > 0 and all 0 ≤ γ ≤ β.
Proof. The spectral representation from Equation (12) holds because of
If we estimate the fraction on the right hand side with Lemma A.1 and use the fact, that
The following oracle inequality controls the estimation error.
Theorem (Estimation Error -Oracle Inequality)
Let 0 ≤ α, γ ≤ 1 be some parameters, H a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k and P a probability measure on X × Y with |P | 2 < ∞. Furthermore, we
(ii) the embedding property: k α ν L∞(ν) < ∞ and (iii) the moment condition: there are some constants σ, L > 0 with
for ν-almost all x ∈ X and all m ≥ 2.
holds with P n -probability ≥ 1 − 4e −τ , where we set
We split the proof of this theorem into several lemmas.
Lemma (Power Norm on ran I ν )
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.
Proof. We fix some f ∈ H. Because (µ 1 /2 i e i ) i∈I is an ONB of (ker I ν ) ⊥ , there is a g ∈ ker I ν with f = i∈I a i µ 1 /2 i e i + g, where a i = f, µ 1 /2 i e i H for all i ∈ I. Parseval yields
ν . If γ < 1 holds, then the spectral decomposition from Equation (3) yields
where we used in the second equality again Parseval with respect to the ONS (µ
where we used i∈I a i µ 1 /2 i e i ⊥ g and again Parseval.
Next we bring some L ∞ (ν) and L 2 (ν) bounds forward, because we use them later several times. 
Proof. Let λ > 0. Because we assume a separable RKHS H with respect to a measurable kernel the map X → H, x → k(x, ·) is measurable and thus also X → R,
H is measurable. Let us fix an arbitrary ONB (e j ) j∈J of ker I ν . Thus (µ 1 /2 i e i ) i∈I ∪ (e j ) j∈J is an ONB of H and it holds
for all x ∈ X. Together with the spectral decomposition from Equation (3) and Parseval we get
for all x ∈ X. Because H is separable the index set J is at most countable. Thus e j ∈ ker I ν for all j ∈ J imply that the second summand on the right hand side vanishes for ν-almost all x ∈ X.
holds for ν-almost all x ∈ X. In order to prove Statement (i) we use Lemma A.1.
for ν-almost all x ∈ X. To prove Statement (ii) we use the fact that ([e i ]) i∈I is an ONS in L 2 (ν) and the monotone convergence theorem
In the next two lemmas we prefer the more detailed notation P X instead of ν for the marginal distribution of P on X to avoid misunderstandings. 
holds with P n -probability ≥ 1 − 2e −τ .
The following proof is a modification of Caponnetto and De Vito [3, proof of Theorem 4 (Step 2.1 and Step 3.1)]. We extend the applicability of this proof from the parameter rage γ = 0 and
Proof. Let us fix a τ ≥ 1 λ > 0 and
Together with the identitie Id
for all D ∈ (X × Y ) n . Now we successive estimate the three factors on the right hand side. (13a)
Because C P X is self-adjoint and positive semi-definite the spectrum of the operator is contained in σ(C P X ) ⊆ [0, ∞) and therefore it holds
where we used Lemma A.1 in the last step. (13c) This term can be rearranged using the identity
Consequently we get
for all D ∈ (X × Y ) n and it remains to estimate the Factor (13b) which is the main part of the proof. In order to estimate (13b) we start with the following identity
If we take the inverse and multiply the factor (C P X + λ) 1 /2 from left and right, then we get
. Now we apply the Berstein inequality to estimate the norm of the operator (
and afterwards we use the Neumann series to get an estimate for (13b). To this end we consider the random variable ξ 1 : X → L 2 (H),
with values in the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H. Where C {x} : H → H denotes the integral operator with respect to the empirical measure of the point {x}, i.e.
Because the range of the operator C {x} is one dimensional it is especially a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Since H is a separable RKHS with respect to a measurable and bounded kernel, the map X → L 2 (H), x → C {x} is bounded and measurable. Moreover, the map x → C {x} and x → ξ 1 (x) are Bochner integrable with respect to a arbitrary probability measure µ on X and Diestel and Uhl [5, Chapter II.2 Theorem 6] yields
If we exploit this identity for the case µ = P X and µ = D X , then we get
Using the self-adjointness of (C P X + λ) − 1 /2 we get ξ 1 (x) = · , g x H g x for all x ∈ X with g x := (C P X + λ) − 1 /2 k(x, ·). Applying Lemma 5.5 yields the supremum bound
for P X -almost all x ∈ X and the variance bound
The separability of H implies the separability of L 2 (H) and hence the Bernstein inequality (Corollary A.3) is applicable. Therefore
holds with P X n -probability ≥ 1−2e −τ . Because we have chosen n ≥ A λ,τ ≥ max{(16τ
Combining these estimates we get
with P X n -probability ≥ 1 − 2e −τ . Because the Hilbert-Schmidt norm dominates the operator norm the Neumann series is applicable and yields
with P X n -probability ≥ 1 − 2e −τ . Together with the inequality (14) the statement follows.
Lemma (Oracle Inequality (Part 2))
Let the assumption of Theorem 5.3 hold. For τ ≥ 1, λ > 0 and n ≥ 1 the estimate
Proof. Let us fix a τ ≥ 1 λ > 0 and n ≥ 1. To prove this statement we define the random variable
Since H is a separable RKHS with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel and the moment condition holds, we get that ξ 2 and (x, y) → (y − f P,λ (x))k(x, ·) are measurable and Bochner integrable with respect to an arbitrary probability measure Q on X × Y . Diestel and Uhl [5, Chapeter II.2 Theorem 6] yields
If we use this identity for the case Q = P and Q = D we get
To apply the Bernstein inequality (Theorem A.2) we need to bound the m-th moment for m ≥ 2. Let us fix some m ≥ 2. By the definition we get
First we consider the inner integral: Using the triangle inequality yields
for P X -almost all x ∈ X. Furthermore, it follows by the moment condition
for P X -almost all x ∈ X. If we plug this into the initial equation and use Lemma 5.5 we get
Because H is separable the Bernstein inequality (Theorem A.2) is applicable and yields
Now the proof of Theorem 5.3 is just an application of Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7. In order to simplify the statement in Theorem 5.3 under the assumption P ∈ P H,β,α,p we need the next lemma.
Lemma
Let P ∈ P H,β,α,p be a probability measure. Then there are constants N, V > 0 depending only on
Proof. Let P ∈ P H,β,α,p , 0 < λ ≤ 1 and τ ≥ 1. From Equation (
L∞(ν) ≤ A, since we have the embedding property. If we redefine C p := A in the case p = 1 then Equation (11) still holds and N := max{256AC p , 16A, 1} is a possible constant. In order to prove the second inequality we distinguish two cases: For β ≤ α we proceed by
Using the spectral representation from Equation (12) and Parseval yields
If we estimate the fraction on the right hand side with Lemma A.1, then we get
Therefore it holds L 2 λ , σ 2 λ ≤ V λ −(α−β) with V := max{L 2 , σ 2 , 2B ∞ + 2AB}. In the case β > α we apply Lemma 5.2:
Hence it holds L 2 λ , σ 2 λ ≤ max{L 2 , σ 2 , AB} ≤ V .
With this preparations we simplify the estimation for the measures in the set P H,β,α,p .
5.9 Corollary (Estimation on P H,β,α,p ) Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k, σ > 0, p, α, γ ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 2] with 0 < p ≤ α ≤ 1 resp. 0 ≤ γ < β ≤ 2. Then there exists constants K, N > 0, depending only on P H,β,α,p such that for all 0 < λ ≤ 1, τ ≥ 1 and n ≥ N
holds with P n -probability ≥ 1 − 4e −τ for all P ∈ P H,β,α,p .
Proof. Let P ∈ P H,β,α,p , 0 < λ ≤ 1, τ ≥ 1 and n ≥ N If we exploit the previous results, then we can prove the claimed learning rates.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Because for the given asymptotic of the regularization parameter sequence (λ n ) n≥1 there is an index bound n τ such that n ≥ N τ 2 λ α+p n holds for all n ≥ n τ , we can apply Corollary 5.9. Since the term 1 nλ α−p n is bounded we get the claimed rates.
Lower Rates

In order to prove [H]
γ ν -minimax lower rates we establish the following lower bound.
Lemma (Lower Bound)
Let H be a separable RKHS on X with respect to a bounded and measurable kernel k, 0 < q ≤ p ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ γ < β ≤ 2 such that there exists a ν ∈ N H,α,p,q . In addition, we set v := γ p and u := q max{α,β}−γ . Then there are constants 0 < ε 0 ≤ 1 and C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that for all 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 there are P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P Mε ∈ P H,β ({ν}) with the following properties:
(ii) It holds f *
for all n ≥ 1, where the infimum is taken over all measurable functions Ψ : (X × Y ) n → {0, 1, . . . , M ε } with respect to the universal completion of the product-σ-algebra.
Please note, that the probability measures P j also depend on ε although we omit this in the notation. Remember that we need just one probability measures ν on X with the required properties to construct distributions on X × Y that are difficult to learn. The proof is an application of the following theorem from Tsybakov [14] .
5.11 Theorem (Lower Bound) Let P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P M with M ≥ 2 be a family of probability measures on a measurable space (Ω, A).
Moreover, we assume that P j ≪ P 0 holds for all j = 1, . . . , M and that
where the infimum is taken over all measurable functions Ψ : Ω → {0, 1, . . . , M }. We use this theorem for the measurable space Ω = (X × Y ) n with a fixed n ≥ 1 and equip this space with the universal completion of the product-σ-algebra. Furthermore, we follow the suggestion of Caponnetto and De Vito [3] as well as Blanchard and Mücke [2] in order to construct a family of probability measures P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P M ∈ P H,β ({ν}). In the following, let the assumptions of Lemma 5.10 hold and setσ := min{σ, L}. Then we define for a measurable function f : X → Y and x ∈ X the distribution P f ( · |x) := N (f (x),σ 2 ) as the normal distribution on Y = R with mean f (x) and varianceσ 2 . Hence P f (A) := X Y ½ A (x, y) P f (dy|x) dν(x) for A ∈ B ⊗ B(Y ) defines a probability measure on X × Y with marginal distribution ν on X, i.e. (P f ) X = ν. For that reason the corresponding power spaces are independent of f . The following lemma describes the Kullback-Leibler divergence for this measures.
5.12 Lemma (Kullback-Leibler Divergence) For f, f ′ ∈ L 2 (ν) and n ≥ 1 it holds P n f ≪ P n f ′ and P n f ≫ P n f ′ . Furthermore, the Kullback-Leibler divergence fulfills
Proof. Let ϕ : R → R be the density of N (0,σ 2 ) with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Than
is the density of P f with respect to P f ′ and therefore P f ≪ P f ′ . Hence it also holds for the product measures P n f ≪ P n f ′ . It is well-known fact that K(P n f , P n f ′ ) = nK(P f , P f ′ ) holds and the determination of K(P f , P f ′ ) is a standard procedure, so we omit it.
Moreover, the properties of the normal distribution
for all x ∈ X, where Γ labels the gamma function. Hence for
mε /8 ⌉ ≥ 2 binary strings ω (0) , ω (1) , . . . , ω (Mε) ∈ {0, 1} mε with large distances. If we define f j := f ω (j) and P j := P f j for j = 0, 1, . . . , M ε , then from Lemma 5.13 we get P j ∈ P H,β ({ν}) for all j = 0, 1, . . . , M ε . Due to the definition of M ε , m ε and m ε ≥ 8 we get
ε −u and Statement (i) holds for C 2 := U 9 . Assertion (ii) is a consequence of the large distance between the binary strings and the discussion around Equation (17). Lemma 5.12, Equation (16) and m ε ≥ Proof of Theorem 3.5. Using the notation of Lemma 5.10 and r := 1 1+u(v+1) . We fix a τ > 0 and choose an index bound n τ with ε n := τ 1 n r ≤ ε 0 for n ≥ n τ . Let us fix a n ≥ n τ . The application of Lemma 5.10 with ε = ε n yields some probability measures P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P Mε ∈ P H,β ({ν}) ⊆ P H,β,α,p,q . First we estimate the left hand side of the inequality in statement (iii) of 
Since we considered an arbitrary measurable learning method this holds also for the infimum over all measurable learning methods. Since ε = ε n with an arbitrary n ≥ n τ and M εn → ∞, we get Proof. This could be easily proved, using the derivative of f λ,α .
A.2 Theorem (Bernstein Inequality without Supremum Bound) Let (Ω, B, P ) be a probability space, H a separable Hilbert space and ξ : Ω → H a random variable with
for all m ≥ 2. Then it holds
for all τ ≥ 1, n ≥ 1 and σ 2 * := 5σ 2 and L * := L.
Proof of Theorem A.2. We want to apply Caponnetto and De Vito [3, Proposition 2] . To this end we first prove
for all m ≥ 2. Let us fix m ≥ 2. Because of E P ξ H ≤ E P ξ H ≤ σ it holds
If we omit the first two terms of the sum, then we can apply our assumptions:
Shifting the index and using A.3 Corollary (Bernstein Inequality with Supremum Bound) Let (Ω, B, P ) be a probability space, H a separable Hilbert space and ξ : Ω → H a random variable with supremum bound L := ξ L∞(P ) < ∞ and variance bound σ 2 := E P ξ 2 H < ∞. Then Theorem A.2 holds with σ 2 * = 4σ 2 and L * = 2L.
Proof. Because of the assumptions the requirements of Theorem A.2 are fulfilled for L and σ 2 .
Since σ ≤ L we get by the penultimate step in the proof of Theorem A.2.
